
Reduce complications, limit data  
entry errors and save time

Whether you use your own vehicles to deliver customers’ orders or you use a 
third-party carrier, prof.ITplus has the functionality to streamline both.

Getting your customers their ordered goods in a timely, efficient manner 
can be nothing short of a logistical nightmare if your company is relying  
on manual methods of organising customer deliveries. 
prof.ITplus has many features which contribute to efficient picking,  
despatch and delivery of customer orders.

The system can effectively 
manage your in-house fleet of 
delivery vehicles or integrate with 
the system of your third-party 
delivery company. prof.ITplus is 
compatible with many of the big 
names in the carrier industry.

CUSTOMER  
DELIVERIES

Manage your customer  
deliveries with ease

At a glance
Streamline picking,  
dispatch and delivery

Integrate with most  
well-known carriers

Ensure best productivity 
from your delivery staff

Reduce data input errors 

Save time and reduce 
complications



If you’re running your own in-house delivery vehicles and staff, you’ll want 
them working with the optimum of efficiency. As a result your customer  
orders will be delivered speedily, encouraging repeat business and your staff 
will be working productively.

prof.ITplus facilitates this exact way of efficient customer deliveries.

Fully integrate with third-party carrier systems

prof.ITplus is integrated with a number of the most well-known carriers, 
meaning the system will send the relevant order information direct to a chosen 
carrier’s system saving you hours of repetitive data entry. It also reduces the 
potential for costly data input errors. What’s more, your customers will be 
delighted with the speed of the service you can deliver using prof.ITplus and 
its integrated carrier module.

Some of the more common carriers we work with include: 

 

And many more…

Speed up your payment timescales

Proof of delivery (POD) documents are auto-generated by your carriers  
and sent back to prof.ITplus and attached to your customers’ accounts. So 
easy to forward on to the customer along with invoice / request for payment.  
Can dramatically speed up your payment timescales and improve cash flow.

Our friendly team can advise you on the suitability of prof.ITplus for your 
business with just a few simple questions. After that we’d be delighted 
to show you prof.ITplus and would be more than happy to come along to 
your premises for an informal meeting.

Get in touch and we can arrange a demonstration for you so you can see 
the features and functions for yourself.

Like what you’re reading ?

Well-managed in-house deliveries

Our business software 
experts are waiting to 
hear from you:

01299 873 873

ogl.co.uk/software

software@ogl.co.uk

Don’t just take our word for it...

Paul Lynott, Finance Director, TF Solutions, 
Stockport, Burton-on-Trent & Dunstable
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“ “

We rely on prof.ITplus to allow us to 
deliver this service [next-day delivery].  

It tells us what our stock levels are, 
current pricing, customer order history 
and a whole host of other information 
crucial to getting customers what they 

want and when they want it.


